
Why hasn’t decentralisation done more to 
improve the quality of  life for Indonesian 

villagers? 
v  High expectations for heightened accountability but 

v  Village infrastructure gaps remain very large; 

v  Bottom-up political voice is still weak;  

v  Top down decision-making such as through parties is 
consolidating; 

v  Knowledge on villages’ social and political dynamics 
is improving but still very weak 

v  High variance -- and promising innovations abound;. 



Village government has strengthened 
since 2002 

v  Term limits and education making village elections 
competitive; 

v  Greater involvement of  government in solving village 
level problems, esp. through village head;  

v  Village head accountability declined since 2004 
reforms ended BPD independence;  

v  Continued decline of  traditional leadership and 
groups; 

v  Decline in villager’s reported ability to identify and 
solve problems collectively; 
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After ten years of  decentralisation, 
village-level service gaps remain large: 
v  More than 6 million people in Indonesia have no 

(easy) access to primary health care provision, and 
around 36 million people lack access to inpatient 
services offered at hospitals. 

v   For education, more than 9 million people live in 
places without junior secondary schools readily 
available, a number that increases to 16.6 million for 
early childhood education facilities. 

v  Teacher absenteeism rates in poor areas very high 
(19%), reaching 50% in highland Papua. 

 

“Why do so many rural Indonesians remain left aside by 
basic government development services?” 

Sparrow and Vothknecht 2012; Unicef/PoP 2012 



Village development projects and transfers  
fill gaps but are insufficient 

 

v  No sign of  end user transfers (i.e. CCTs) dragging 
health and education supply side delivery 
improvements after them (as in Latin America); 

v  Village grants (i.e. PNPM) efficiently build large 
amounts of  productive infrastructure but produce few 
governance spillovers to a more general arena; 

v  Can reinforce but not create new capacity; 



Why isn’t decentralization producing 
better governance in and for villages? 

v  Political agent-manager-provider virtuous circle is not 
materializing; 

v  Village government lacks accountability, including for 
spending; 

v  Technical agency incentive reforms have not 
succeeded to the extent anticipated; 

v  Continued chasing of  targets rather than outcomes. 

v  Lack of  accurate information feedback. 



Elections are not leading to more 
accountable performance 

v  Fragmentation of  accountability (who is responsible 
for what?);  

v  Political competition is clientelistic rather than 
competitive (Aspinall et. al); 

v  Lack of  growth in autonomous advocacy 
organizations and networks from village upwards; 

v  The governance-inequality dynamic: better governed 
villages allocate public goods to public ends, raising 
expectations. And bad ones do worse.  



Exit, voice, and loyalty: structural 
changes in villager’s views of  the state  

v Migration and mobility as political 
choices; 

v  Political parties entering villages; 

v  Identity politics and voice; 

v  Intra-governmental competition 

v  The rise of  writing and inscription. 



National Policy is Ambivalent 

v  High level support for better village governance, but 

v  More decentralisation without more accountability will 
not improve village-level performance; 

v  Shift to household transfer programs risks undermining 
remaining social capital. 

v  RUU desa draft caught between strong executive 
versus “checks and balances” factions; 

v  National plans for investing in rural productivity not 
matched by effective budget allocations. 



Policy Conclusions 
v  National poverty policy should retain a focus on 

communities; 

v  Decentralization is not yet effective for better 
administration or oversight; 

v  A new framework is needed for village-level projects; 

v  Forthcoming RUU Desa is an opportunity to define more 
effective village governance. 

v   Priority is to strengthen village head accountability; 

v  Information bottlenecks on village dynamics need 
unclogging. 


